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In this Issue:
The six articles in this issue deal with the design of Hewlett-Packard'sfirst personal
computer,the HP-85.What makes a computer"personal"?Mainly,the cost has to be low
enoughthat the computeris likelyto be boughteither by an individualor by a companyfor
the exclusive use of one individual.Compactnessis also important,because the computer'sowner may wantto use it sometimesat the office,sometimesat home,and sometimes
at a job site.
Unlike personalcomputersdesignedprimari[ for the home hobbyist,the HP-85 is designed for personal use in business and industry by professionalssuch as engineers,
scientists,accountants,and investmentanalysts.Of course,a serioushobbyistmightalso buy it for home use,
and schoolsmight find it a good computerfor studentsof the computerarts to practiceon. Our cover photo
depictsa bow designerusing the HP-85to plot force-drawcurves and computeenergy storage.Alert readers
may rememberthat our October 1976cover also dealt with bow design.That's not a coincidence;Art Director
Arvid Danielsonis one of the top amateurarchersin the U.S.A.(The red bow in the coverphoto is a compound
bow suppliedby JenningsCompoundBow, Inc.,and we are gratefulfor their help.)
Certain of its featuresset the HP-85 apart from other personalcomputers.First, everythingis built inkeyboard,CRT display(seepage 19),printer(page22),and magnetictapedrive(page14).In otherwords,it's
an integratedcomputer.There's no need for a bunch of cablesto hook up a lot of optionalcapability;you get
everythingyou need in one package.Second,the HP-85is readyto go whenyou turn it on. The operatingsystem
and the BASIClanguage(see page26) are permanentlystoredin the machineand don't haveto be loadedfrom
a magnetictape or a flexibledisc before you can get started.Third, the HP-85 displaysnot only lettersand
numbers,but also graphsand pictures.And anythingyou see on the CRT displaycan be copiedon the printer
just by pressinga singlebutton.Finally,if you do wantto expandthe system,you can.Fourslotsin the backof the
machineaccept inpuVoutputmodulesthat connectthe computerto disc drives,plotters,printers,instruments,
and the like (see page 7). The HP-85is the lowest-pricedinstrumentcontrollercurrentlyavailable,a distinction
that will no doubt accountfor a major portionof its sales.
-R.P. Dolan
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A New World of Personal/Professional
Computation
Now,an inexpensivecomputersyslemwithintegraldisplay,
mass storage,hard copy, and graphrcscapabilityis
availablefor personaluse by the technicalprofessionalor
first-timecomputer user.
by Todd R. Lynch

N JANUARY 1980, Hewlett-Packard made its first entry
I
into the personal computer marketplace with a product
I
I called the HP-85 (Fig. 1), a totally self-contained computer system for the technical professional or first system
for the beginning small-computer user. It is based on a custom eight-bit microprocessor, with an operating system and
BASIC* language commands stored in 3zK bytes of ROM
(read-only memory). There are 16K bytes of RAM (randomaccessmemory) in the machine, with the capability of adding another 16K bytes. A cathode ray tube (CRT) display
with high-resolution graphics, a thermal printer, a tape
cartridge drive, a keyboard, and four plug-in input/output
fIlO.| slots come as standard features.
The HP-85 represents a significant contribution to the
personal computer field. Its characteristics reflect the objectives that guided its design and development:
" B e g n n e r s A I p u r p o s e S y m b o c n s l r u c to n C o d e

An integrated rather than component system. The central
processor, keyboard, display, printer, and mass storage
are all contained in a single package.This eliminates the
maze of cables and connectors that would be required to
interconnect a system made up of individual components.
Portability. The machine is small and iightweight so that
it may be easily relocated.
Suitable for home use. It was envisioned that the HP-85
would accompany its owner to work during the day and
to the owner's home at night. To provide the customer
with a computer that can be used at home, the design had
to include barriers to the annoying electromagnetic interference (EMI) generated by the electronics in the
machine. Therefore, the plastic top and bottom casesare
metallized with a thin coat of aluminum. This conductive shield is tied to the sheet metal back panel, which is
grounded. It is expected that the HP-85 will meet applicable U.S. FCC IFedera] Communications Commission)

Fig.1. Ihe HP-85PersonalCom
puter uses BASIClanguagepro
gramming and aperating cammands that are permanentlyresident in the systemftrmware.Contained in a singlepackage are all
of the elementsfor a small computer system-keyboard entry,
lape mass storage. CRT dtsplay.
and a thermalpttnter. Thetnvetse
video displaymode ts shown wrth
the associatedprtntercopy at the
upper right. ln the left foreground
is the printer copy for the normal
whtte-on-blackdisplay mode.
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and German VDE (Verband Deutsches Elektrotechniker)
EMI requirements. However, the certification process
has not yet been completed.
Ac line operation. The intended customer for the HP-85
is assumed to be the scientist or engineer, and the normal
location for operating the machine is assumed to be the
Iaboratory or office, where the presence of an ac line
outlet is implied. The machine operates on either 115 or
230 Vac at a frequency from 50 to 60 Hz.
Quiet operation. Since use in an office environment requires minimal noise generation, a cooling fan is eliminated by designing a highly efficient switching power
supply and by writing firmware that allows only one of
the input/output devices to operate at a time. By turning
off the CRT when printing or using the tape drive, much
power is saved. Total system power is nominally 25
watts. Using only convection cooling, dissipation of this
power level generates only a 5 to 10"C temperature rise
inside the package.
BASIC language programming. The language is capable
of complex computations, but is still friendly and easy to
use. Forty-two built-in functions (e.g.,SIN,MIN, ABS,SQR,
etc.) are incorporated into the machine to facilitate the
user's programming task. Creating a computer that is
friendly and easy to use is accomplished, in part, by
building the BASIC language into ROM. As soon as the
system is turned on, it is ready to go. The operating
system is always resident in the machine and cannot be
altered or destroyed by an errant user program.
Error messages are given to the user in the form of an
error number plus a short description of the type of error.
Warnings are also given for certain arithmetic conditions
(e.g., division by zero), A warning differs from an error
messagein that a warning allows execution to continue.
In the case of a divide-by-zero warning, the computer
assumes a default result of +9.99999999999E499. The
user can override this assumotion and cause the machine

to halt on mathematical errors by inserting the DEFAULT
OFF statement in the program.
r Expandable system capability. Extra memory and command sets can be easily added. The ability to connect
interfaces for control of instruments and other input/
output peripherals is provided by four I/O slots in the rear
of the machine.
r Low cost. The system is affordable by an individual or by
a company buying for individual workers. The cost of the
electronics was minimized by the design of nine custom
LSI (large-scaleintegrated) circuits. These nine packages
require a fraction of the space and power that their offthe-shelf equivalents would require. Printed circuit
boards in the product are all two-layer boards to save
cost. The package top and bottom cases are injectionmolded plastic.
r Reliability and serviceability. The system electronic design emphasizes the use of integrated circuits and modular construction. The integrated circuits in the system
were carefully characterized over their entire operating
region. They are packaged in ceramic to achieve
maximum reliability. All of the NMOS* parts are
burned-in for 24 hours at 125'C to weed out infant mortality failures.
The HP-85 is designed with subassemblies that are
easy to manufacture and service. The CRT, tape drive,
logic board, printer/power supply, keyboard, and back
panel make up the major subassemblies.These are indicated in Fig. 2. After a subassembly is manufactured, it is
independently tested. When the HP-BS goes through
final assembly, it is exhaustively tested by a diagnostic
program resident in a special plug-in ROM. Good systems are burned-in for 48 hours to screen out infant
mortality failures and marginally operating units. This
period is also used to age the CRT phosphor coating,
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Fig.2. lnternalview of the HP-85
w i t h t h e m a T o rs u b a s s e m b l i e s
identified. Thecompact deslgnsof
lhesesubassembltes
makeit possib/e fo provide a complete computer system in a single portable
package.
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Fig.3. (a) Alphanumericdisplay
mode. A full set of 128 ASCII
characterscan be used to provide
up to 16 lines of 32 characters
each for alphanumetic data.
Labelsto identifyselected special
key functions can be displayed at
the bottom of the display as
shown. (b) Graphics display
mode. An array 256 dots wide by
192 dots high is availabletor plot
ting and labeling data on the
127-mmCRT.
r An internal self-test capability. Should the user suspect a
problem with the machine, the user can run a selfcontained diagnostic program by pressing the TEST key.
This program interrogates all of the machine electronics.
If everything checks out, the ASCII * character set will be
displayed and printed. If a problem is encountered, the
message ERROR23; SELF TEST will appear on the CRT
screen. In case of trouble, the customer is advised to seek
service from an authorized HP service center or dealer.
Display
The display is a 127-mm (s-in) diagonal black-and-white
electromagnetic-deflection CRT. The design of this subassembly is discussed in the article on page 19. The memory
that holds the display data contains over 65,000 bits and is
completely independent of the user's programming memory. It is partitioned into alpha and graphics buffers. In
alpha mode the display shows 16 Iines of 32 characters per
line (Fig. 3a). Scrolling keys are provided to view an additional 48 lines of alphanumeric data. The graphics display
mode is entered by pressing the GRAPHkey. Now the display provides a resolution of 256 dots wide by 192 dots
high. Each dot can be individually accessed by the user
with the BPLOTcommand. In the graphics mode, the SCALE,
AXIS, MOVE, DRAW and PLOT commands make it easy to
create plots (Fig. 3bJ and line drawings. Labels and other
alphanumeric information can be added to the graphs,
either horizontally or vertically. In addition, HP-85 users
can adjust the brightness of the display to adapt to changing lighting conditions.

Printer
A 32-character-per-line thermal printer (see article, page
22) is provided for hard copy output. A set of 128 ASCII
characters is available for printing when outputting alphanumeric copy (e.g., program listings). The printer
prints alphanumeric copy bidirectionally at a nominal
rate of two lines per second. Short lines are printed faster
than long lines.
A COPYkey lets the user obtain a copy ofthe CRT display
on thermal paper. If the CRT is in the graphics mode, the
printer prints in one direction only and the print output is
rotated 90" to allow for strip-chart plotting.
To compensate for variations in paper, printheads, and
the type of printing being done, the HP-85 gives the user the
ability to lighten or darken the intensity of the output. A
*Amercan StandardCode for InformationInterchanee

print intensity switch located under the paper door provides for selection of eight levels of print intensity.
Tape Cartridge
Mass storagefor the HP-85 is provided by a tape cartridge
system (see article on page 14) using the 982004 data cartridge. Each cartridge holds about 200K bytes of information. This information may be any combination of source
program files, binary program files and data files. The directory stored on the tape will hold 42 six-characterfile names.
By using the CATalog command, the user can easily review
the contents of any data cartridge. A portion (256 bytes) of
the directory is automatically stored in the system RAM.
This significantly reduces the time required to accessa file.
The HP-85 tape electronics can drive the tape at two
different speeds. When searching for a file the tape speed is
1524 mm/s (60 in/s). Once the file is found, the speed for
read/write is slowed to 254 mm/s (10 in/s). This corresponds
to a data transfer rate of 650 bytes per second.
An outostort capability is provided by the system
firmware. When power is applied to the HP-Bs, it automatically rewinds the tape and reads the tape directory, Iooking
for a program named Autost. If the file exists, the computer
will find it on the tape, load it into memory, and immediately start running the program. Autost programs are
supplied with some HP software pacs or can be generated
by users for their particular needs.
Security is available for the files stored on the tape ca-rtridge. When storing a file the user can specify one of four
types of security for that file. AIso, the entire cartridge can be
manually protected against inadvertent overwriting by setting the write-protect switch that exists on each cartridge.
Keyboard
The keyboard is partitioned into four sections as shown
in Fig. 4. A typewriter keyboard is available for entering
alphanumeric data. A numeric pad is provided for fast
numeric entries or calculator applications. Directly under
the CRT display are four special function keys. Combined
with the SHIFTkey, these provide eight keys that can interrupt a running program. The KEY LABEL key causes a description (up to eight characters specified by the programmer) of each programmed key to appear on the bottom two
lines of the display (Fig. 3a). This servesto remind the user
what each key is programmed to do. The top row of keys
on the right provides a convenient means to scroll or
move the cursor on the display, to operate the printer or tape
J U L y i 9 B 0H E W L E T p
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TypewriterKeyboard

unit, or to edit previous input with the INS/RPLand DELCHAR keys.

Plug-lns
Four IiO slotsare providedin the rear of the unit. An
additional 16K bytes of RAM can be added to the HP-Bb by
plugging a RAM module into any one of the slots. The
programming power of the machine can be enhanced by
plugging in a ROM drawer. This drawer can contain from
one to six BK-byte ROM modules. The HP-Bb will soon have
ROMs available for matrix operations, mass memory interface, printer and plotter interface and general I/O capability.
Four interface plug-ins have been designed to provide
interfacing to four common bus structures. The B2S37A
HP-IB Interface is currently available for connection and
control of devices designed for the IEEE Standard 4BB-1928
instrumentation bus. An RS-232C serial interface and BCD
and GPIO interfaces will also become available soon. For a
more extensive discussion of the I/O design and capabilities
of the HP-85, refer to the article on page 7.
Enhanced BASIC
The HP-85 provides a very powerful BASIC language.
The development and capabilities of this firmware are reviewed in the article on page 26. One feature of the language
is its mathematical accuracy. Numbers are carried internally in decimal form with 1s-digit precision and are
rounded to 12 digits for output to the user. They can range
i n s i z e f r o m 1 0 - a e et o g . 9 g 9 g 9 9 9 g g g g x 1 0 4 s e .
The string handling ability of the machine is extensive. A
string may be any length, limited only by the amount of
available read/write memory.
The CHAIN and COMmon commands allow long programs to be segmented and stored separately on the data
cartridge. Different segments are brought inro memory
when needed and executed by the CHAIN statement. COMmon allows current variable values to be passed from one
segment to another.
A programmable tone speaker is provided. The user can
specify both the frequency and duration of the tone by using
the BEEPcommand. This provides the capability for custom
audio error indication, input prompting, or playing Bach.
When debugging a program, the user can take advantage
of a number of tools provided by the machine firmware. The
user can either single-step through the program operations
6 rrwLErr,pacrARD
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Fig.4. The HP-85keyboardis organized into tour sectlons. Bes/des the normal typewriter section there is a numenc keypad for
easyentryof data,a group of special function keys located c/ose lo
the CRT display where thei respective assigned labelsmay be
displayed, and a set of control
keys for frequently used system
commands and editingldisplay
control.

or run the program. Using the TRACE, TRACE ALL and
TRACE VARiable commands, changing variables and
changes in the sequence of execution can be viewed. This
makes it much easier to find where and why a program does
not execute as expected.
In all, there are 42 predefined BASIC functions, 65 BASIC
statements and 20 commands available in the standard
HP-85 system ROMs. Of the standard 16K bytes of user
RAM in the computer, only 10% is reserved for system
overhead. The rest is available to the user.

Software
To providethe userwith solutionsfor particularprobIems, additional software packages are available for use by
the HP-85. Each machine is sold with a Standard Pac consisting of a preprogrammed tape cartridge and user's manual. On this tape there are programs for general mathematics and business. There is also a game and a music composing program. This pac is intended to acquaint the customer
with the power of the machine as well as offer solutions to
some common problems.
There are other software pacs currently available, A
BASIC training pac is intended as a self-teaching course for
novice users. Statistics, finance, waveform analysis,
mathematics, circuit analysis, games, linear programming
and text editing packages are also available.
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Adding ll0 Capabilityto the HP-85
Withthe implementationof llO features,the capabilities
of a self-containedpersonal computersystem are
expandableto controlinstruments,add on more powerful
peripherals,and even talk to other computers.
by John H. Nairn, Tim l. Mikkelsen,and David J. Sweetser

HE HP-85 is an integrated, stand-alone personal
computer. This means that within this single
package are contained all of the elements of a small
computer system. Part of Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of
the HP-85 mainframe. The box labeled CPU contains the
main processor, ROM and RAM memory, operating system, power supply, and all of the other elements that in a
large mainframe or minicomputer would constitute the
computer itself. The remaining elements provide the
human interface, letting a programmer and/or operator
communicate with the computer. Besides the obvious
advantage of having a complete, functional computer in
a single portable unit, the integrated computer architecture provides certain operational advantages.
For example, in the HP-85, a graphics display created on
the CRT can be dumped to the built-in printer by executing
a single COPYstatement. This feature would be much more
difficult if not impossible to provide if the printer were an
external device with unknown operational characteristics.
The internal peripherals chosen to be incorporated into
the HP-85 make it a complete tool for solving a large variety

of computational problems. However, there are two classes
of tasks that require that the system be expandable.
The first class consists of tasks for which the human
interface elements need to have more powerful characteristics than those provided by the internal peripherals. A particular application may require a printer capable of full
page width printing, or of filling out standard forms in
multiple copies. For graphics displays, a full-size plotter
with multicolor capability might be required. Or the use of a
human interface element not even provided in the basic
system, such as a digitizer, may be necessary.The ability to
support external as well as internal peripherals greatly expands the class of problems the system can solve.
The second class consists of tasks in which it is desirable
to eliminate as much of the human interface as possible. In
data acquisition applications, measurement instruments
are available that can communicate their results directly to
the computer, eliminating the need for manual entry of data
by an operator. When the computer is capable not only of
acquiring and/or performing analyses on the data, but also
of making decisions based on that data and providing feed-
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llP-85Maifltrame
Fig. 1. The basrc functronalblocks tor the HP-BSpersonal
computer are tntegratedinto a stngle matnframefor a selfcontatnedcomputer system. Four llO s/ots are provtded to
(suchas the
expand systemcapability.Vartouscombrnatrons
one shown)of the add-on ROM drawer,additional16K RAM,
and pertpherd tnterfaces can be tnstalledin theselour s/ots.
back that modifies the operation of the system to which it is
connected, the computer functions as a controller.
Two elements are required to add I/O capability to the
HP-85. First, a piece of firmware (I/O ROM) is required to
give the operator accessto the interfaced device. Second, a
piece of hardware (interface card) is required to provide
electrical, mechanical, and timing compatibility for the device to be interfaced to the computer.
The HP-85 is a BASIC language computer. Many of the
Ianguage features are similar or identical in syntax and
semantics to the interfacing statements on the 9835 and
9845 Computers.l'2 The design of the HP-Bs interfacing
capability also draws heavily from the gB25 Computer's I/O
architecture.r
The HP-Bs contains both read-only memory (ROM) and
read-write or random-access memory (RAMI. The RAM
contains the user's BASIC language program (software)and
data. The ROM contains the machine language program
(firmware) which recognizes and executes the statements
provided by the BASIC language. Thus, the operating system ROM in the HP-BS provides such statements as PRINT,
DISP, and INPUT for accessing the internal peripherals.

When external peripherals are added, their wider range of
capabilities requires more extensive BASIC language
statements to fully use these capabilities. Additional plugin modules, called add-on ROMs, merely enrich the BASIC
language by increasing the number of statements and functions that can be recognized and executed.
Some of these add-on ROMs may be dedicated to a particular device. For example, a ROM may add statements to
the BASIC language which are designed only to provide
complete control of a floppy disc or of a full-size plotter.
The I/O ROM, on the other hand, is designed to be as much
as possible a general-purpose tool for communicating with
the wide variety of peripherals and instruments available.
Almost all computers provide language extensions for
outputting data to a device or entering data from a device.
The oUTPUT and ENTER statements are usually sufficient
for communicating with external peripherals. In controller
applications, however, where timing may be critical and
the speed of the external devices and instruments may not
be well matched to the speed of the computer, other
methods of transferring data and control information can
increase the performance of the system. In many casesthis
can make the difference in whether the application can be
done at all. For example, in taking data from very slow
devices, the ability to transfer data under interrupt allows
the HP-85 to perform other operations instead of waiting on
the slow device, thus increasing system throughput. In the
other extreme, being able to capture data in a burst transfer
from a very fast device and then process the data into internal format at a later time can be a "make-or-break" capability in fast data acquisition applications.
In the back ofthe HP-85 are four slots that allow add-on
ROMs, add-on RAM, and interface cards to be connected to
the internal memory bus. A single ROM drawer containing
the I/O ROM and up to five other add-on ROMs can be
plugged into any one ofthese slots. Thus a typical interfacing configuration can include the ROM drawer and three
interface cards; or the ROM drawer, the add-on RAM module and two interface cards, as shown in Fig. 1.
On each interface card is a custom integrated circuit
called the translator chip (TC), which translates between
the timing and protocol requirements of the internal memory bus and a microcomputer bus (Fig. 2). Each card also
contains an 804i9microcomputer and a set of discrete drivers that implement the electrical and protocol requirements
Bidirectional
Transceivers
HP.IB
Data Lines
Dt01-ot08

s c 2l s c l l s c o
Select
Code
Switches

82937A
HP-lB Interface
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HP-IB
Control
Llnes

Fig.2. I yptcalinteilacecard Oesign. The translatorchip permits
communicationbetween lhe system CPU and the mtcroprocessol
on board the tnterface.The llO
processor then tmplementsthe
electtcal requitementsfor lhe particularinterfacefuncttons.

for that card.
The most general-purpose interface card is the sixteen-bit
parallel card (GPIO). Sixteen TTL compatible bidirectional
lines and sixteen open-collector output lines, plus a variety
of status. control. and handshake lines make this card a
versatile workhorse. A variation of this card, with the input
lines organized into four-bit nibbles, is also available for
interfacing devices that operate in binary-coded-decimal
(BCD) format.
A third type of interface card is designed to connect the
HP-85 to serial UO devices using either RS-232C or 20-mA
current loop configurations. This card will also allow terminals to be connected to the HP-85, or allow the HP-85 to
be connected to a modem or a host computer.
The fourth card is the 82937A HP-IB Interface, the HPB5's implementation of IEEE Standard SAB-tgZS.Becauseof
the microprocessor included on this card, a very powerful
implementation of both controller and noncontroller
capabilities is provided.
The HP-IB Interface Card is available now and the others
(GPIO, BCD, and Serial I/O) will be available later.
UO ROM
There are three areas that any interfacing capability in a
computing system must connect-the programmer, the
operating system, and the I/O hardware. On HP's interpretive computers the user interface is through keyword execution of the language extensions provided by the I/O ROM.
An important aspect of the friendliness of these computers
is the choice between calculator and program mode execution of the keywords. The program mode means the statement has a line number and is to be stored for later program
execution (parsed,* stored in the program memory, executed at RUN timel. The calculator mode means the statement does not have a line number and is to be immediately
executed (parsed, stored in temporary memory, and executed).
In the HP-85, the I/O hardware-the interface card-is a
type of channel processor. A channel processor is a
computer with limited resources that performs many of the
central computer's interfacing tasks. The interface to the I/O
hardware is the I/O drivers. These implement the protocol
that the central computer uses to tell the I/O card what it is
supposed to be doing. The I/O drivers include data passage
routines, command passage routines, status and control
routines, and an interrupt handler.
The interface to the operating system is what makes interfacing capabilities a natural extension of the computing
system. For example, I/O events can cause changes in the
BASIC program flow. The interface to the operating system
is achieved primarily in three ways-routine
linkages,
read/write memory use, and register use. An example of a
routine linkage is the print driver-when
the programmer
specifies PRINTERIS +, all pRINt commands cause a routine
in read/write memory to be called. When the I/O ROM is in
the system it replaces this read/write memory routine with a
routine of its own to handle the PRINT.If the I/O ROM is not
in the system the default system routine generates an error.
Read/write memory is used when the VO ROM passes
"n
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information to or from a system-defined location. For
example, when an error occurs in an I/O ROM statement, the
I/O ROM puts the error number in a common location that
the system knows.
The register interface to the operating system consists of
some CPU registers that the system reserves for system
status and control. For example, register sixteen indicates
the machine state-idle, running, and so forth.
There are several basic groups of interfacing and related
capabilities provided by the HP-85 I/O ROM to the user.
r Formatted transfers-input
and output of data with formatting and conversions

I
I

Buffered transfers-fast handshake and interrupt data
transfersthrough explicit buffering
Register access-ability to set and interrogate the card
configuration
Interrupt access-ability to receive hardware interrupts
Timeouts-ability to detect an inoperative card or
peripheral

r Miscellaneous-keyboard
masking, base conversion and
binary operations
r HP-IB control-high-level
access to HP-IB capabilities.
The ability to input and output data lformotted tronsfers)
is probably the most commonly used of all interfacing
capabilities. In some systems input and output are the only
interface functions provided. The HP-85 allows for freefield or formatted input (via ENTER) and output (via OUTPUT). These statements are the tools that a programmer uses
to get arbitrary string and numeric data into and out of the
computer. Many times the peripheral has a non-ASCII
character set, so a character conversion capability is provided to allow the programmer to set up a conversion table
and deal with data as if it were normal ASCII data.
OUTPUT and ENTEn are medium-performance data transfer mechanisms that consume the machine (program execution stops until the current statement is completed). Buffercd fiansfers provide two additional methods to get data
into and out of the HP-8S-interrupt
and fast handshake.
The interrupt mode of data transfer is lower in performance
than ENTER and OUTPUT, but does not tie up the computer, because it can be doing many other things in addition to
the interrupt transfer. For example, while transferring data
in the interrupt mode, the HP-85 can plot to the CRT, do
arithmetic computation, print to the internal printer, or
transfer data through other interrupt transfers. The fast
handshake mode is much better in performance than ENTER
and OuTpUt, but still ties up the computer. Neither of
these buffered transfer modes performs any formatting. The
data is placed into or taken out of an I/O buffer-hence the
name "buffered" transfers. The buffer is a string variable
that has been modified for use by the I/O ROM (via IOBUFFER). The buffered transfers are performed via the TRANSFER statement.
The programmer needs to access specific attributes of
each interface card (register occess). These attributes vary
from card to card. For example, an RS-232 user would like
to get at the clear-to-send bit and change its state; a sixteenbit parallel interface user would like to change the logic
sense from positive-true to negative-true logic. These features would become cumbersome if all of them were provided at the BASIC language level. Hundreds of keywords
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would be required. Instead, there can be up to sixteen card
status registers and twenty-four card control registers on
any interface card (accessed via STATUS and CONTROL).
These registers allow the programmer access to the various
Iow-level capabilities of the interface: parity, end-oftransmission character sequences, interface control and
data lines, error indicators, and so on.
A programmer often needs to perform some operation
when an interface condition occurs (interrupt occess).
Rather than constantly checking for these conditions, the
interface card can check for the programmer (via ENABLE
INTR), and when the condition happens, the end-of-line
branch is taken to a BASIC service routine. The location of
the service routine is set up with the ON INTR statement.
The timeout capability lets a programmer set an arbitrary
length of time (from 1 to 32767 milliseconds) to wait for a
response from the I/O hardware. Once a timeout has occurred, there is an end-of-line branch taken to a BASIC service

__----4---A---

routine specified by the programmer.
The miscelloneous statements and functions do not perform any interfacing capabilities. They are included to
make the job of the interface programmer easier. There is
the capability to mask out sections of the keyboard so that
the operator does not inadvertently disrupt program flow.
Base conversions for decimal numbers to and from binary,
octal, and hexadecimal allow the programmer to display
interfacing information in a convenient form. Boolean functions (and, or, exclusive or, complement, bit test) let the
programmer test and modify interfacing information easily.
HP-IB is a mnemonic for Hewlett-Packard's implementation of IEEE Standard 4BB-1978. Since HP-IB is such a
pervasive interfacing standard for instrumentation, printers, plotters and peripherals of all descriptions, there are
several high-level HP-lB control statementsin the HP-B5I/O
ROM. There are many commands that send multiline messages on the HP-IB (such as TRIGGER,PASS CONTROL,
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Fig. 3. Block dragramof the translatorchip that lrans/alestiming and protocol requirements
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CLEAR,etc.). Multiline messagesare those commands that
the controller handshakes to the various devices on the bus
in bit-parallel, byte-serial fashion. There are also commands that send uni-line messageson the HP-IB (such as
ABORTIO, LOCAL, REQUEST,etc.), and there are functions
that return status information (PPOLLand Slor,l;. The other
cards (Serial I/O. GPIO, BCD) use some of these statements for their own functions when appropriate.
Design of the 82937A HP-lB lnterface
To implement all the capabilities planned for the I/O
ROM, it was necessaryto design intelligent I/O cards. Each
I/O card contains a single-chip microcomputer to (1) communicate with the HP-S5 CPU and (2) control and respond
to the signals on the interface. The result of this is highly
significant-the I/O ROM is not required to know what type
of interface is being accessed.Communication between the
I/O ROM and an I/O card is totally independent of the type of
card; it is the card's responsibility to perform the appropriate I/O function over the interface.
This enhanced capability of the I/O cards permits more
capability to be put in the I/O ROM than would have otherwise been possible. Also, this design approach permits
overlapped processing; that is, the HP-85 CPU can be running a BASIC program while an interface card is performing
I/O operations. An excellent example of this design concept
is the HP-85 interface to the HP-IB. The principal elements
of the HP-IB card are shown in Fig. 3. They are:
1. Translator chip: The translator chip interfaces between
the HP-85 CPU and the I/O processoron the card. It provides
electrical and timing compatibility between the buses and
contains several registers to implement the communications protocol between the CPU and the I/O processor.
2. I/O processor: The I/O processor is a single-chip microcomputer containing 2048 bytes of program ROM and
128 bytes of RAM. It performs two tasks: it communicates
with the CPU through the translator chip to determine what
I/O operation is desired, and it implements the I/O operation
over the bus using the bus transceivers.
3. Bus transceivers and control logic: Bidirectional transceivers are used by the I/O processor to control and to
respond to signals on the bus. A latch, written to by the I/O
processor,controls the direction of the transceivers and also
controls I/O processor interrupts.
The translator chip (Fig. 3), hereafter called the TC, was
designed to achieve several goals:
r Support eight peripheral select codes
r Let the HP-85 processor interrupt the I/O processor
r Let the I/O processor interrupt the HP-85 CPU
r Let the HP-85 CPU do a hardware reset of the I/O processor
r Provide a means for the I/O processor to halt the HP-85
CPU
r Provide general-purpose data registers for bidirectional
communications between the two processors,
I/O for the HP-85 is memory-mapped. To support eight
select codes, the TC's address is switch-settable to one of
eight different addresses.Three switches reside in the I/O
card. In the process ofsetting the card's select code, the user
is actually setting the card's address. A mapping is done in
the I/O ROM to translate from the select code specified in

the program to the appropriateaddress.
The lower
EachTC actuallyoccupiesa pair of addresses.
addressis usedto accessthe controlregister(write-onlyby
the HP-BbCPU and read-onlyby the I/O processor)and the
statusregister (read-onlyby the HP-BSCPU and write-only
The upper addressof the pair accesses
by the I/O processor).
the output buffer (write-only by the HP-85 CPU and readonly by the I/O processor)and the input buffer (read-onlyby
the HP-85 CPU and write-only by the I/O processor).
The input and output buffers are used for generalBits
purposecommunicationsbetweenthe two processors.
in the controland statusregistersareusedto qualify datain
these buffers as well as report the status of various events.
To synchronizethe flow of data,eachprocessorcan ascertain the conditionofthesebuffersvia flagsin the statusand
control registers.These flags are oBF (output buffer full)
and IBF(input buffer full). OBFis set when the HP-85CPU
writes to the output buffer and is cleared when the I/O
processorreadsthe output buffer.Similarly,IBFis setwhen
the I/O processorwrites to the input buffer and is cleared
when the CPU readsthe input buffer.
The I/O processorand HP-85CPU existin a master-slave
relationship,with the CPUbeingthe master.The CPUsends
instructionsand data to the I/O processorvia the output
buffer. The softwareprotocol betweenthe CPU and the I/O
processordefinesa bit in the control registeras COM,for
command. CoM is set high by the CPU before writing a
commandinto the output buffer;COMis setlow by the CPU
beforewriting data into the output buffer. While the I/O
processoris acting on the data or command,it setsa bit in
the statusregisterto 1, which is defined as the BUSYbit.
When the I/O processorfinishesactingupon the command
or data byte in the output buffer, it setsBUSYlow, which
tells the CPU that it is done.
Severalcommandsreceivedfrom the CPU reouire that

Fig.4. ldle loop for the 829374 HP-IB lnterface card llO
processor. This loop can be exited at any point upon an
interruptfrom the CPU or interfacebus.
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the I/O processorreturn data to the CPU (e.g.,the command
on the bus to a device that is taking an indefinite length of
generatedby the CPU to executethe user's STATUSstatetime, then an interrupting STATUSoperationguaranteesan
immediate return of data.
ment).The I/O processorreturns the datain the input buffer.
The CPUmonitors IBFto determinewhen the datais written
CertainHP-IBsignalsmandatea responsewithin a time
to the input buffer, while the I/O processormonitors IBFto
limit. For example,IFC(interfaceclear) must be responded
determine when the data has been read by the CPU.
to within 100 microseconds.To guaranteethis, IFCcan be
Associatedwith eachIiO ROM statementthat accesses
I/O
enabled to interrupt the IiO processor.Likewise, REN(reis a set of rules that define the communications protocol
mote enable)must also be respondedto within 100 mibetweenthe HP-85 CPU and the I/O processor.The comcroseconds,
and thus can be used to interrupt the I/O promunications protocol not only defines the interaction discessor.ATN (attention)imposesno timing requirementson
cussed above,but also covers the interrupt protocol
the IiO processorbut is usedas an interrupt input to ensure
whereby each processormay interrupt the other.
that ongoing I/O is properly suspended.During an IFCor
The HP-85 CPU communicates with the I/O processor ATN interrupt, end-of-line interrupt bits may be set, deprimarily to convey bus control commands to the IiO propending upon the interrupt enablemask provided by the
cessor.The I/O processorthen controls the bus as dictated
user.The interrupt enablebits are examinedback in the idle
by the CPU and within the bounds specified by IEEE StanIoop; if any areset,the I/O processorinterrupts the CPU.The
dard+Ae-tgZB.At power-on,the I/Oprocessorreadsthe five
CPU then typically executesthe branch specified in the
addressswitchesand the systemcontrollerswitch located
user'sBASIC program.
on the interfacecard. These switches are set by the user to
configurethe I/O processor'sHP-IB addressand to desigInterface Select Codes and Device Specifiers
natewhetheror not the I/Oprocessoris to assumethe role of
The HP-85 can have up to three interface cards plugged
system controller at power-on. The user can verify the
into it (seeFig. 5). It also has the internal CRT and printer
switch settings by reading the STATUSregister.
that I/O ROM users may want to access.How does a proFig. 4 showsthe idle loop executedby the I/O processor, grammer tell the UO ROM which of these devicesto interdemonstratingits interaction with the CPU and the bus. In
facewith? This is done through inter/ocese.lectcodes.
its idle loop, the I/O processormonitors OBFto seeif the
Every I/O ROM statement that deals with an interface
CPU has written any new information into it; if so, the I/O
specifiesas part of the statementthe interface select code.
processorsetsBUSY: 1, readsthe output buffer and proThe rangeof selectcodesis as follows:
cessesit as a command (COM: 1) or data (COM: 0).
1 : INTERNALCRT
If the UOprocessoris the active controller of the HP-IB,it
2 : INTERNALPzuNTER
polls SRQ.If SRQis true and the user has enabledan end-of3 : EXTERNAL
I/O
line interrupt branch on SRQ,then the SRQend-of-lineinterrupt bit is set. The I/O processorsubsequentlyexamines
all eight interruptcausebits; if any areset,the I/O processor
10 ' nXfnnNal lO
interrupts the CPU. While the SRQinterrupt causebit is set
as the resultof polling, the otherbits aresetas the result of
Selectcodes1 and 2 areaccessibleonly through OUTPUT.
interrupts from the bus as discussedbelow.
An exampleof interfaceselectcodesis:
I n t e r r u p t s o f t h e I / O p r o c e s s o ro r i g i n a t e f r o m t w o
sources-the CPU (via the TC),and the bus.The CPU inter10 OUTPUT 1; "This line goes to the CRT"
rupts for certain operations,such as STATUS,to guarantee
20 OUTPUT 2: "This line goes to the printer"
30 OUTPUT 7; "This line goes to an external
timely operationregardlessofthe stateofthe I/O processor.
device"
For example,if the I/O processoris busy handshakingdata

Fig.5. TypicalHP-85interfacernstallation. The add-on ROM
drawer and the 829374 HP-IB lnterface are shown. The unused
s/olscan be used to add two other
tnterlacesot anolhertnterface and
the 16K RAM module.
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Using HP-85 I/O Capabilities
The HP-85l/O ROMallowsfor extremeeaseoJuse.The following
examplesshowa wide rangeof capabilities
of the HP-85in a simple
interfacingapplication.
Let'sassumethat you,the user,have an HP-85,an l/O ROM,an
HP-lBcard, and a 34374 systemvoltmeterLet'salso assumethat
thesecomponentsare hookedtogether,poweredup, and working
properly.
You would ljke to get a readingfrom the voltmeter.The 3437A's
device addressis 24 (as shippedfrom the factory)and the HP-lB
interfacecard is selectcode 7 (as shippedfromthe factory).Therelore the addressthatyou shouldbe usingis 724.You wantto get a
readingfromthe 3437A.To do thatyou haveto executethefollowing
statement:
ENTER 724 A

Afteryou haveexecutedthis statement,
the variablen wtllcontain
the readingfrom the voltmeter.That is all there is to do.
A programto get one readingand displayit, would be like this:
20 ENTER724 A
3 0 D ] S PA
50 END

Now supposeyou wantto take in a hundredreadingsand display
themon the internalHP-85CRT The followingprogramwilldo this:

The select code of an I/O card is set by switches mounted on
the card. These switches are preset at the factory, depending on the type of the interface (e.g., HP-IB's select code is
preset to 7). An example where the programmer might want
to change the select code would be when there are two
HP-IB interfaces in one HP-85. The programmer might do
this to extend the number of HP-IB devices on one computer, or if the computer is to be a controller on one HP-IB and
iust another device on the other. In such a case, the programmer would have to change one of the select codes to
prevent a hardware conflict.
This, however, is not enough. The HP-IB standard allows
for up to 31 device addresseson a single interface (14 is the
physical limit that any HP-IB interface can support). The
16-bit general-purpose interface allows the programmer access to four eight-bit ports in various ways (using a total of
sixteen logical addresses).The BCD interface allows for one
or two channels of information consisting of data fields,
function codes, and error indications which are accessible
in various combinations (using a total of seven logical addresses). How does the programmer tell the I/O ROM which
device address to talk to? This is done throueh device
specifiers.

1 0F O R = 1 T O 1 0 0
2 0 E N T E F7 2 4A
3 0 D I S PA
4 0 N E X TI
50 END

.100
Now supposeyou wantto plot these
readings.The following
programdoes this.
1 S C A L E1 , 1 0 0 2 A 2 0
2 GRAPH
3 GCLEAR
4 N/OVE1 0
1 0 F O Rr : 1 T O 1 0 0
2 0 E N T E R7 2 4A
30 PLOT A
4 0 N E X TI
50 END

Now,saythatthisrsnotfastenough.Yourapplicationrequiresless
timebetweenvoltmeterreadings.Firsto{ all,you knowthatthe 34374
is capableof much betterperformance.
To get the HP-85to take
readingsat a fasterratewillrequirea typeof dataexchangeknownas
Thismeansthatyoutellthe HP-85to takethe data
a bufferedtransfer.
intoa bufferas fastas it canandthenat a latertimetakethedataoutof
the buf{erand turn it into numericdata that the computercan use
The followingprogramdoes this fast transferand
computationally.
plotsthe data as before.
r scALE 1,100 20.20
2 GRAPH
3 GCLEAR
4 N,40VE
10
5 D r MB $ l 7 o e ]
R$
6 ]OBUFFEB
7 O U T P U T7 2 4 . N l O O S
B I T H EP R E V I O U LS N E C O N FG U R E SI H E V O L T N , 4 E T E R
9 T R A N S F E 7R2 4 T O B $ F H SC O U N T7 0 ]
l0FOR =1 TO100
2 0 E N T E RB $ U S I N G # K . A
30 PLOT A
40 NEXT
50 END

-Tim Mikkelsen
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The device specifier is like an interface select code, except that it includes both the select code and the device
address. Notice that the range of device addresses is from 00
to 31. To build a device specifier-multiply
the select code
by 100 and add the device address. Hence select code 7,
device 24 would be 7 xlOO+24 : 724. Device addressesare
generally preset by the factory, but can be changed in a
manner similar to changing the interface select code.
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A CompactTapeTransportSubassembly
Designedfor Reliabilityand Low Gost
by DouglasJ. Collinsand BrianG. Spreadbury
VER THE LAST FOUR YEARS Hewlett-Packard
has developeda seriesof magnetictransportsl'2'3
for the 9S200A data cartridge shown in Fig. 1.
The use of this small data cartridge was selected because of
proven reliability, large data capacity, ease of use, and low
system cost.
The tape system integral to the HP-85 is in many ways a
refinement of previous designs. However, the total integration of the transport with a single printed circuit board irrto
one small package called for new techniques in electrical
and mechanical design.

NMOS tape controller IC. It performs the tasks of interfacing
to the HP-85 CPU, controlling motor speed and direction,
and encoding/decoding data for the tape. Two Schmitttrigger inputs provide direct sensing of the analog signals

TransportElectronicsDesign
To incorporate a tape system into the compact HP-85
packagerequired the cartridge transport to be small and to
consumea minimum of power. Unfortunately, a relatively
powerful motor is needed to drive the tape. For best efficiency, a pulse-width-modulated 2O-kHzsignal controls
the motor drive transistorsto keep them either cut off or
fullv saturated(turned on). These large power pulses can
generateseverenoiselevelson the ten-millivoltsignalIines
from the tape head. To prevent this, the entire read/write
circuitry is locatedwithin three centimetresof the magnetic
head. Also, the motor drive circuitry has a separatepower
supply and is independentlygrounded.
The heart of the tape system electronics is the custom
14 Hewurr,pacKARDJouRNALJULyr98o

Fig. 1. fhe 98200Amini data cartridgeis a compact storage
mediumfor data and programs,and hasprovenreliabilitvand
flexibilitv.

Fig.2. Flowdiagramfor a traditionalspeedcontroldesgn
from the phototransistorsthat areusedfor optical sensingof
the end-of-tapehole and the motor tachometerdisc. Despite
all of the functions included on this IC chip, it remains
remarkably small (approximately 14 squaremillimetres in
area) and typically dissipates about fifty milliwatts of
power.
To keep the size of this IC small, the simple calculations
required for tape operation are delegatedto the HP-85 central processor.Functions such as gap length measurement,
checksum generation, and end-of-tapedetection are performed by the CPU. These computations are trivial for the
CPU, but would require the addition of multibyte adders
and countersto the tape controller IC if it were required to
do such functions.
Digital Servo Design
To help understandthe digital servo systemused here,
consider the traditional position control system shown
in Fig. 2. For this case,the cumulative error raeis held to
zero by integration, thereby providing no long-term speed
error. The system is given stability by feed-forward compensation Kr. To transform this system into a digital syssummingjunction are
tem,the integratorand its associated
replaced by an up/down counter C1 and a binary adder as
shown in Fig. 3.
An optical tachometergeneratesa seriesof pulsesthat are
fed into down counter C2. On each tachometer pulse the
counter is loaded with the desired referenceperiod fthe
reciprocalof the desiredtachometerfrequency).CounterC2
counts down until the next tachometer pulse is detected
and then its output is evaluated.If the sign of the output is

negative, the time between successive tachometer pulses is
too long, indicating a low motor speed. This causes C1 to
count up, which generates a longer duty cycle for the motor
drive pulse-width output. If the output of Cz is positive, C1
counts down and the motor slows down. The value of the C2
output is scaled and fed forward through the adder to
stabilize the system. Since the servo output is recalculated
for each tachometer pulse, the overall gain of the system
varies with the speed of the motor. However, if the servo is
operating properly, the speed variation will be small and
the gain modulation will be negligible.
There are only two speeds required for the HP-85 tape
system-254 and 1524 mm/s (10 and 60 in/sl. To change the
speed, the reference period is modified and scaling adlustments are made to the servo timing to compensate for the
change in gain.
The servo is run open-loop to start or stop the motor. The
acceleration or deceleration is controlled by incrementing
or decrementing C1 and feeding its output directly to the
pulse-width modulator. No additional counters are required.
The digital pulse-width modulator directly interfaces to
four Darlington-transistor motor drivers. To protect the
motor and drivers during high load conditions, a table
lookup ROM is used to solve the defining equation for a
direct-current, permanent-magnet motor.
V:Raxla+Kexcda
where V is the voltage applied to the motor (proportional
to duty cycle), Ru is the armature resistance,I" is the armais the
ture current, K" is the back EMF constant, and <,.ru
motor's angular velocity.
Given the maximum armature current and motor constants Ru and Ku, the ROM is programmed to solve for the
maximum duty cycle allowed to drive the motor. The output of C2 in Fig. 3 is used as the input to this ROM because
its reciprocal is proportional to the motor's angular velocity. For each tachometer pulse, the maximum allowable
duty cycle is calculated and compared to the servo output.
The lesser of the two values is output to the motor drive
circuitry. A delay is added between the time of excessive
load detection and the time the armature current is actually

Fig. 3. B/ock diagram of digital
servo electronics for monitoring
and controlling the tape drive
motor speed.
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limited to prevent short-term speed perturbations from affecting the motor speed. This eiiminates the need for a
current-sense resistor and associated detection circuitry
that would sacrifice motor efficiency.
Additionally, the motor is protected against a stall condition by shutting the motor down if the tachometer frequency becomes excessively low. Both the stall and
current-limit conditions are reflected in the tape controller's status, which is monitored by the Hp-85 system
firmware.
Data Coding
Information is transfened to and from the tape controller
IC on a byte-by-byte basis. Data written onto the tape is first
precompensated (lengthened or shortened, dependent on
the value of adjacent bits) to prevent magnetic pulse crowding on the tape. A delta-distance code with a ratio of 1..75:1
is used.a That is, the distance between magnetic flux reversals on the tape determines the value of the bit, with the
distance for a one being 1.75 times greater than that for a
zeto.
The decoder diagrammed in Fig. 4 is a speed tolerant
design that compares the current bit pulse width with a
continually updated nominal pulse width contained in the
up/down counter. The down counter is essentially used as a
variable modulus counter set by the contents of the up/
down counter. At each magnetic flux reversal, the down
counter is loaded with the nominal period for a zero bit.
When this quantity is counted dor,rm to zero, the state
counter is incremented and the down counter is reloaded.
With the decoder in state one now, one-fourth of the nominal zero-bit period is counted down and the down counter
is reloaded again. The next decoder state counts down one
half of the nominal zero-bit period. The value of the pulse
being decoded is determined by the current state of the
decoder when the next flux reversal occurs. State zero indi-

Fig.4. Logic diagram for the decoder circuit that converts the
time intervalsbetweensuccesslyeflux reversalson the taDe
into the equivalentbinary data.
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Fig. 5. fhe dynamicallyclocked logic design for counter
stages which achieve optimum speed for minimum lC chip
area.
cates a shorter-than-nominal zero-bit period and so decrements the current count for the nominal period. State one is
for a long zero-bit period and increments the nominal
count. States two and three correspond to short and long
one-bit periods, respectively. The transition from state two
to state three happens after the last flux reversal at exactly
1.75 times the nominal zero-bit period. In this manner, the
1.75:1 delta-distance code can be decoded with a minimum
of logic circuitry.
Logic Design
To implement all this with a custom NMOS LSI circuit
design, the various circuits must be optimized for the required speed with the lowest number of transistors. Gate
level minimization does not apply here. However, the
number of gate delays for any circuit path should not be too
many, otherwise chip area and power will be wasted.
The counters in the tape controller IC are implemented
using an alternating positive/negative logic scheme that is
dynamically clocked as drawn in Fig. S. The sense of the
carry is inverted for each bit into the counter. This counter
has one gate delay per stage (from the carry), which is
optimum for the number of stages required.
Data is stored by the NMOS capacitances in the counter
and is refreshed by two nonoverlapping clocks. The use of
two clocks prevents possible race conditions.
Read/Write Amplifier
A single bipolar read/write amplifier IC transforms coded
digital information from the tape controller IC into magnetic pulses on the tape, and back again. The basic read circuit
is diagrammed in Fig. 6. The configuration of the two
magnetic-head read coils permits the use of shared input
and feedback components for both tape tracks, thus reducing the number of external parts needed. Each track has its
own differential transistor pair, but shares a common voltage amplifier. Track selection is accomplished by gating the
respective current source for the desired input pair.

After preamplification,the head signal is processedby a
peakdetectorand a bilateral thresholddetector.Signal peak
detection is done with a differentiator and a zero-crossrng
detector.Becauseofthe low signal-to-noiseratio for the flux
reversalson the tape,the peak detectionmethod can generate false transitions between true signal peaks.This problem is eliminated by gating the peak detector'soutput with
the threshold sensingcircuit. The relationship betweenthe
various signals is illustrated in Fig. 7.
The current sourcesand switches necessaryfor writing
data onto the tape use only a single external resistor to
accuratelyset the write-current level.
Two incandescentlamps are used as light sourcesfor the
optical sensing of the end-of-tapehole and the motor
tachometerdisc by the phototransistors.To savepower, the
lamps are turned on only while the tape transport is being
used. The bipolar read/write amplifier IC also contains a
turn-on current surge limit circuit for these lamps. This
circuit assuresgood lamp reliability, even after thousands
of on-off cycles.
MechanicalDesign
The design objectivesfor the tape transport emphasized
flexibility, reliability, and low cost. Cost reduction was a
must, and the flexibility and reliability were to be improved
if possible.
The initial observationof the existing drive designsand
an analysisof costsindicated that any costreduction would
be hard-won indeed, and that only somebasicrethinking of
the fotal designwould be productive.The resultingdesign
integrates the mechanical and electrical elements to a

Data

Flux
on Tape

Head
Output
Signal
At TP1
Peak
Detector
Output
al TP2
Threshold
Detector
Output
at TP3
Processed
Output
At TP4

Flg.7. Timerelationshipbetweenthe varioussignalsinvotved
in reading data from the tape. See Fig. 6 for the location ol
these slgna/s in the readlwrite amplifier and detector circuit.
greater degree than previously achieved, reduces the
number and complexity of components, and considerably
lowers the labor content.
The primary requirement for the transport, from a

Tape
Head
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Digital
Head
Output

Tape
Head
Track
B

Fig.6. Schemattcfor the tape readlwriteamplifierand detector.Somecomponentsare shared
for both tape tracks. Tracks are se/ecled by gating the current source for the differenttalpair
assoclatedwith the track selected.
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mechanical point of view, is to positively maintain the
cartridge position with respect to the magnetic head' while
driving the tape roller at the desired speed under varying
conditions of voltage, temperature, humidity, and Ioading.
From this basic premise, an assembly evolved that is
installed in the mainframe with only two mounting screws,
and has only two flat-ribbon cables for subsequent connection to the logic board assembly. All other control functions
are contained within the transport subassembly (Fig. B).
The transport unit consists of three field-replaceable
modular subassemblies that require only simple tools for
installation. They are the baseplate assembly, the printed
circuit board assembly, and the motor/capstan assembly'
The baseplate assembly consists of the cartridge ejection
mechanism, the baseplate(which acts as the support for the
eiector), the motor, and the head bridge. The head bridge
performs the multiple functions of cartridge guidance,
magnetic head location, and housing of the leaf switches
that sense the presence of a cartridge and the condition for
record protect.sTo maintain tape-to-headcontact and tracking and azimuth alignment within very close tolerances, it
was decided that optical alignment of the head with respect
to the head bridge guide rails was necessary.Tape-to-head
wrap must be held closely to prevent either loss of intimate
contact because of insufficient wrap, or excessive tape or
head wear caused by too much wrap. This is controlled by
using locating pins in the head bridge that mate with corresponding holes in the baseplate. The motor assembly is
similarly located on the baseplate. The head alignment
process positions the head within a pocket in the head
bridge, using fixtures that engage the locating pins to control head penetration. After adjustment for azimuth and
tracking, the head is bonded in place with fast-set acrylic

adhesive. This enables fast turnover of the alignment fixtures in production.
The loaded printed circuit board is directly mounted to
the rear of the transport mechanism and engages the
magnetic head leads, which are 24 AWG solid-copper
tinned wire. This greatly facilitates their alignment with
the six oversize holes in the circuit board and eliminates
the need for a head wiring harness.
Functions such as cartridge in/out and write enable are
sensed by plunger-operated leaf switches mounted in the
head bridge. The switches pick up contact pads on the
circuit board. By careful insertion of phototransistors and
lamps into the board, using jigs, end-of-tape detection and
tachometer speed control are achieved without any wiring
since the components align exactly with physical locating
holes molded into the baseplate and head bridge'
The motor/capstan assembly consists of a conventional
direct-current motor with a polyurethane-on-aluminum
capstan and attached mylar tachometer disc. The disc is
used for servo feedback of motor angular velocity as discussed earlier in this article. The disc is mounted together
with a miniature incandescent lamp within a plastic motor
mount that locates the motor relative to the baseplate.The
motor Ieads plug directly into the printed circuit board that
contains all of the motor drive circuitrv.
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A High-Cluality
CRT Display
for a PortableComputer
by JamesF. Bausch
NE OF THE TWO PRIMARY output peripheralsintegratedinto the HP-85PersonalComputer
is a high-qualityCRT display.The other,a thermal
printer, is described elsewhere in this issue. In addition
to design goals of display quality and small size, the HP-85
CRT subassembly was to have low power consumption.
The 127-mm diagonal, black-and-white, electromagnetic-deflection CRT can display information in the form of
lines of alphanumeric characters or provide a plotting area
for graphics output. During tape operation and thermal
printing, the display is switched off to conserve power. A
p h o t o g r a p h o f t h e s u b a s s e m b l yi s g i v e n i n F i g . 1 , a n d F i g . 2
shows the block diagram of the CRT subassembly.
CRT Controller
The CRT drive system employs an NMOS controller IC
whose function is twofold. Its primary function is to interact with the mainframe memory, CRT, and display refresh memory so that data may be displayed as it is updated
by the user. Its secondary function is to provide signals to
the CRT drive circuitry for horizontal and vertical timing
and character generation.
The alphanumeric display font uses a 5 x 7 dot matrix in
a n B x 1 2 d o t a r r a y . C h a r a c t e r sa r e d i s p l a y e d 3 2 p e r l i n e ,

Fig. 1. Photo of CRT subassemb/y.This unit containsa
127-mm CRT with assoclated control electrontcsand can
be independentlytested before final assembly rnto an
HP-85system.
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Fig.2. Block diagramof the CRT
subassemb/yfor the HP-85. The
heartof thisunitis the CRTcontroller lC, whichgeneratestimingsignals,draws characters,and interfaces to the main system.
with 16 lines in a full display. The graphics display format
is the full screen, 256 dots wide by 192 dots high.
The refresh memory stores all of the information necessary to display four screens(64 lines) of alphanumeric data
plus one screen of graphics data. The alphanumeric information is stored as the ASCII equivalent of each character.
The graphics data maps directly from one bit of RAM to one
dot on the screen. Three-quarters of the available refresh
RAM is dedicated to graphic information storage'
Vertical Amplifier
In the diagram of the vertical amplifier (Fig. 3)' a pair of
classAB amplifiers, operating in a push-pull mode, provide
the large peak-to-peak excursions required to reverse the
curuents in the CRT deflection yoke within the allotted
vertical frame time interval. The CRT controller IC provides
a frame synchronization pulse at the vertical frame rate. The
shaping generator provides a current waveform whose profile compensates for the larger writing velocities at the
edges of the screen. This waveform is a ramp from zero to
eight volts over a period ol t2.5 milliseconds. The slope at
the beginning and end of this ramp is more gradual (80%)
than the slope during the maior portion of the ramp. This
lets the beam travel at a uniform rate across the CRT.
Resistors R1 to R4 provide current feedback from the
ten-ohm current-sense resistor. These resistors affect the
output impedance of the amplifier and must be carefully
selected.Too large a loop gain causes instability; too small
causes excessive rise times. Resistor values are controlled
and adequately matched by fabricating them all in a single
package, using thick-film technology.
Horizontal Amplifier
In the design of the horizontal amplifier [Fig. +)' most of
the circuitry is conventional. However, in the interest of
power conservation, and because a 1'27-rr'm CRT must have
very small border margins, a phase control loop was added.
Its function is to assure beam position with respect to dot
timing. With this design, the overscanning normally required to compensate for phase errors becomes unnecessary, and drive current is reduced.
The circuit uses a conventional ss5 timer that triggers on
the leading edge of the negative-going horizontal sync
1980
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pulse. The timer then outputs a pulse to the driver transformer, turning transistor Q1 on and initiating the scan.
Later the phase detector flip-flop is set by the trailing edge
of the horizontal sync pulse and is almost instantly cleared
by the pulse generated by the ringing ofthe deflection coil
circuit and retrace capacitor C1. The short output spike thus
generated at the Q output of the phase detector flip flop
modulates the timer to varv the trailing edge of its output
pulse. The variation anticipates the storage time r, of transistor Q1 and turns it off early so that the edges of the
horizontal sync and flyback pulses are aligned. Phaseerrors
of less than 200 nanoseconds are achievable for the interval
between the horizontal sync pulse and the flyback pulse.
Other schemes have used phase-locked voltage-controlled
oscillators, but this phase control loop has improved stability becauseof the absenceof a pole at the origin. As with the
Vertical Sync
From Controller/
TP2
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R3

B4
vvv

Vertical
Yoke

1 0 (|
Current Sense
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_;R1

I

R2

Fig. 3. Vertlcal amplifier crrcuit The two amplifiers are
c/ass AB deslgns operating in phase opposition,and me
resistorsare used for feedback from the currenlsense resistor. The shaping generatorcompensalesfor htgher writing
velocitiesat lhe edges of the display
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phase-locked loop, however, noise must be carefully controlled since any phase noise can be magnified on succeeding raster lines. The timer's power supply is locally reguIated and decoupled,
The shaping capacitor C2 performs the same function as
the shaping generator does in the vertical amplifier circuit,
The width coil adjusts the overall length of the horizontal
track and the linearity coil cancels the effective resistance of
the scan circuit path. The flyback transformer secondary
windings provide all of the high voltages required for
brightness and focus (800 volts), final anode (8000 volts],
and grid #1, (48 volts) potentials.
The use of the grid #2 potential as the means for brightness control is strongly recommended by the CRT manufacturer. Small mechanical variations in the grid #1-tocathode spacing cause large variations in the cutoff voltage

(the voltage required to suppress the beam current of the
CRT). These variations can be reduced by adjusting the
brightness with an adjustment of the voltage on grid #2. A
secondary effect ofthis approach is a decrease in the overall
spot size. Spot size is reduced because the lower cutoff
voltage results in a smaller cathode emission area. AIso,
variations in drive voltage are not required for this
"constant-cutoff" method.
The disadvantage of this design is the high potential
(approximately 800 volts) that must be routed to the brightness control. A 19-mm nylon shaft from the control to the
rear panel provides the user with sufficient isolation from
this potential.
Video Amplifier
The video amplifier (Fig. 5l achieves low-power opera-

Video
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Controller

To CRT Cathode

Neon
Flashover
Proteclor

Fig,5. Videoampltfrer ctrcuit.The
TTLdriverson the left preventQ1
and Q2 from gotngtntosaturatron.
C/assC operationis used to conserve power. Q3 ls used to matntain beam tntensrtywhen displaying long lines.
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tion by using a classC design. ClassC amplifiers are very
efficient sincethe output stageis either on or off. The power
used is primarily CV2f,where C (here 30 picofarads)is the
cathode and lead capacitance,V is the cutoff voltage (28
volts), and f is the transition frequency of each dot (since
eachdot is 200 nanosecondswide. the maximum transition
frequencyis 2.5 MHz). This power would be at most sixty
milliwatts if a group of vertical parallel bars were to be
displayed on the screen.
A problem inherent in most class C amplifiers is the
saturationof the transistors.Saturationlimits rise times by
increasingthe chargestoragetimes for the on transistors.In
the HP-85, saturation is prevented during switching by
using TTL drivers that are ac coupled to transistorsQ1 and
Q2. These complementarytransistorsare always off until
transitions occur. There is always some display on the
screen(cursor)to provide some beam current. Hence, the
CRTcathodenormally assumesan off statedue to the beam
current generatinga positive bias, and the complementary
pair merely switches the cathode to an on state when required.
The cathodecapacitanceholds it to a low voltagestatein
the alphanumeric display mode, where changesbetween
statesaremore frequent.In the graphicsmode, with longer
lines required for the display, the beam current required
causesthe cathodevoltageto droop due to increasingbias
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level. An additional transistor,Q3, operating in saturation
but with a large collector resistor,clamps the bias at the dc
potential necessilryto compensatefor the beam current
drift.
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A CompactThermalPrinterDesignedfor
lntegrationinto a PersonalComputer
by ClementC. Lo and RonaldW. Keil
UILT INTO THE HP-85 PersonalComputer is a moving-head,thermal printer/plotter.This unit is a compact, medium-speed,smort peripheral that quietly
outputs program listings or hard copies of the alphanumeric and graphics data displayed on the CRT. The
printer is designedto print two lines per secondfor alphanumeric copy. Each line can have up to 32 characters.For
graphics copy, the plot displayed on the CRT is
rotated90'before it is printed. This provides the capability
for forming continuous strip chartsby stringing successive
plots end-to-end.
The main objectivesof the new designwere higher printing speedand a lower manufacturingcost than achievedfor
earlier printers. The former objective was met by using
more sophisticatedelectronicsand by printhead and drive
development.The latter was met by simplification of assembly, reduction of the number of parts, and by using
identical parts in severalplaces. Fig. 1 is a photograph of
the printing mechanismwith its companionprinted circuit
board. This board contains all of the printer electronics
as well as the HP-85power supply describedon page 24.
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Fig.1. HP-85thermalprinter subassembly.ln addittonto the
printingmechanism,thls subassembly alsocontatnsboth the
support electronics for printing and the crrcuitryfor the HP-85
power supply.
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PrinterElectronics
Consistent with the overall system integration
philosophy, all of the electronics required, except for the
high-current drivers, were integrated into one NMOS integrated circuit-the printer controller. This IC provides internal buffering of up to 32 characters and a 5 x 7 dot matrix
character generator. The information stored in the internal
character ROM can be accessedby the system software and
thus the character lookup table in the system can be eliminated. Both the character set and the intensity settings are
mask programmable.
The printhead consists of eight thin-film resistors arranged in a vertical column. The entire printhead is moved
across the paper so that when the correct resistors are activated at specific times, a character is formed.
An eight-position binary switch is connected to the
printer controller chip so the user can select any one of the
eight preprogrammed print intensities, with binary zero
being the lightest. The chip controls the darkness of the
printout by varying the pulse duration of the signals
applied to the printhead resistors. To obtain uniform contrast, the controller also adjusts the pulse duration to account for different dot densities. These cover such a wide
range that the user can still obtain a printout with acceptable quality under all usual operating conditions,
The controller is capable of printing bidirectionally for
alphanumeric copy and unldirectionally for graphics copy.
To maximize the print speed, a look-ahead algorithm is
built into the chip. The controller decides which direction
to print by looking at the present line length and the next
line length. A block diagram of the printer controller IC is
given in F'ig.2.
The printhead assembly is moved acrossthe paper by the
head drive motor. This motion uses a 7.5o (48 steps) step
motor that drives the printhead assembly with a toothed
belt. The resolution of the motor is doubled by driving it in a
half-step mode (3.7S'lstep).Each step corresponds to one
dot column of printout. The motor is driven at 448 steps per
second, which is equivalent to a print speed of sixty-four
charactersper second. Paper feed is accomplished by use of
an additional step motor. It operates in a full-step mode
(7,s"/step)and steps at one-third the rate of the head drive
motor. Each step corresponds to one dot row of paper advanced. When the controller finishes printing a line, it
automatically advances the paper. For alphanumeric copy,
the paper advances ten dot rows, spacing three dots between lines. For graphics copy, it advances only eight dot

rows; thus it is possible to print a continuous vertical line
for graphics plots.
There is no home switch designed into the printer. At the
first PRINT command after system power-on, the system
firmware will send a home command to the printer controller. Knowing that this is the first home command received
since power-on, the controller drives the printhead assembly all the way to the left. The assembly moves toward and
eventually contacts the left wall of the frame. After the
motor has been given 256 pulses, the controller then reverses the direction of the motor and moves the head assembly four steps to the right. Then it turns off the power
applied to the motor and resetsall internal position keeping
Iogic. In this manner, a home position is established.
The energy stored in the motor inductance is returned to
the unregulated 32Vdc supply through the catch diode (See
Fig. 3). This not only increases the power efficiency of the
system, but also lets us drive the step motor at a higher rate.
The field built up in the motor can be collapsed faster by
returning the current to a high-voltage supply.
Thermal Printhead
The printhead contains eighi resistors, arranged in a
single column, with an overall height equal to one character. Each resistor is 0.36 mm (0.014 in) tall by 0.28 mm
(0.011 in) wide. In operation, the resistors scan over a
thermal-sensitive paper, creating a colored dot on the paper
whenever a resistor is energized. A small amount of lateral
elongation occurs during printing becauseof the movement
of the printhead acoss the paper before the resistors completely cool down. This widens the dot, making it appear to
be souare.
+12Vdc
Motor
Coil

+32 Vdc
Catch
Diode

Drive
Signal
trom
Controller

:
Fig.3. Printermotor driver ctrcutt.The energy stared tn the
motor's inductanceis returnedto the systempower supply
throughthe catch diode. Thisapproach speeds up the stepping rate and conservespower.
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An Efficient Power Supply for the HP-85
Halt
As withthe restof the HP-85system,the efficiencyof the power
Half ot
Bobbin
supplymustbe high Also,the regulation
al lowfrequences is impor- Primary Winding
tantsinceannoyingCRTdisplaymodulationresultsif traceamounts
of ac linerippleare present.Switchingspikescan alsocauseripples
i n t h e d i s pa y .
Thesolutionto theseproblemsis a switchingsupplysynchronized
to twice the scan frequencyof the CRT (Frg 1) The heartof this
Secondary
supplyis a pulse-width
modulatorlC that s synchronized
by a32-kHz
Winding
( t w c e t h e C R T h o r i z o n t arln es c a n r a t e )p u l s et r a r nf r o mt h e C R T
provide
The
gain
controller
modulatorusesan integrator
to
highloop
Eandl
a t l o wf r e q u e n c i e tsh, u sr e d u c i n gl i n ef r e q u e n c ryi p p l eT. h eu n r e g u - Secondary
Laminations
Bobbin
ated 32-voltinput absorbsthe large kickbackvoltagesfrom the
printerdr ve motors,thus recycltngenergy.
Theoutputtransistor
T1, whichacts
Q1 drivestransformer/inductor
as a lossess voltageaveragingreactance.The filteredside of T.1
Fig. 2. Cross'sectronof the power transformer. This design
p r o v i d e s+ 1 2 V .D u r i n gO 1 ' so f f t i m e ,t h e f l u xc h a n g er nT 1 r e m a i n s
assurestight couplingbetweenthe pnmaryand secondaryto
c o n s t a n st ,o t h e 1 2 Va n d + 7 . 5 Vo u t p u t sf r o mT 1 ' ss e c o n d a rw
y rndreduce unwanted notseand maanetrcradtatton.
r n gd o n o t n e e d p a s sr e g u l a t t o n .
Line Transformer
The five-voltsupplyrequireshigherenergythan e therthe +6V or
Therequrementsof worldwidesafetyapprovala ong withthe need
1 2 V s r r n n l i c s e n d e a r n n t n p . J p r i v p d l r n m T 1 d r r n n i h e O fI t r m g f O r
radiationto the CRTnecessltated
def o r c o n s t a n t - f l u x - c h a n g e for minimumelectromagnetic
Q 1 . O n l ye n e r g ys t o r e di n T 1 i s a v a i l a b l e
velopmentof a specialbobbinassemblyfor the HP-85powersupply
regulation.Hence, the five-voltsupply uses a separatedc-to-dc
A cross-section
is shownin Fig. 2.
converter,wh ch is alsosynchronrzed
to the CRTdisplayhorizontal transformer..
Thebobbinhasthreepieces-two prrmarywindingsnestedinside
s c a nf r e q u e n c y .
ll^e seco,ldarywindrngto p'ovide t ght couplrng The polyester
The currenttransformerin the em tter path of Ql monitorslarge
piecesalsoprovideisoationfromlinevoltagesas requred by safety
p e a k ss u c ha s t h o s et h a to c c u rd u r n g p r i n t i n gH. i g hc u r r e npt e a k s
agencies.Thetransformer
waswoundwithadditional
turnsto reduce
shut off Q1 in less than two microseconds.
Thrsfeatureprevents
l h e s a l u r a t , ofrl u xd e r s r t y P l - y sc a l p l a c e m e n0t1 t h e p r i n t esr u D a s
p r o b l e m sn h e r e n it n d r i v i n gn d u c t i v el o a d sw h l e s t a y i n gw r t h i na
sembly,in the far cornerof the HP-85packageawayfromthe CRT,
safe operatingarea. lf the twelve-voltsupply is shorted,the input
also helpedreduceany interference
with the dlsplay.
powerw ll drop, the shortactingas a finte currentwith zerooutput
v o l t a g eT. h s b e h a v i o rs s i m i l atro f o d b a c kc u r r e n lti m i t i n g
insome
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+5 Vdc
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To have the resistorheat up quickly and to reduce power
consumption,the resistorsare formed on a thermal barrier
of glass,which is depositedon a ceramicsubstrate.Making
the thermal barrier too thick slows the cool-down time of
the resistor, smearing the trailing edge of a formed dot.
Accurately controlling this barrier balancesboth power use
and print clarity.
An objectivein the HP-85 printer design was to give the
user the ability to control the darknessof the print by varying the energy dissipated in the printhead. Through reliability testing,it was discoveredthat a changeof only 10%
in the printhead energy dissipation changedthe printhead
life by a factor of two. Ordinarily, a six-micrometre-thick
layer of aluminum oxide is deposited over the resistor to
protect it from wear and chemical attack caused by the
paper.Inspection of failed printheadsindicated that chemical attack was acceleratedwith increasedenergy dissipation. It was our observation that the increased thermal
cycling createdcracks in the brittle protective layer, thus
Ietting the paper chemicals penetratethrough the Iayer to
destroythe resistorfilm. To inhibit crack growth and/oract
as a chemical or ion barrier, the idea of depositing an additional film of tantalum-aluminum within the protective
overcoat was evaluated.The initial results were substantially improved printhead lifetimes.Fig. 4 is a cross-sectional view of the printhead. Production implementation
of this design has yielded two to three-fold increasesin
printhead life, providing a very acceptableprinthead reIiability of greaterthan 85% a'fterfive years of use.
Printer Mechanism
The printer mainframe consists of five principal parts
that aresnappedand screwedtogether.In addition to locating the mechanicalparts,they form a paperbale that holds a
generous120-m(400-ft)roll of 10.8-cm(4.2s-in)heatsensitive paper.
The low-costobjectiveof the printer designprecludeduse
of a high-cost, high-performance motor. Therefore, two
identical permanent-magnetstep motors are used to advance paper and to move the thermal printhead. Each is a
stamped-framemotor with forty-eight stepsper revolution.
A toothed belt transfersmotion from one of the motors to
the paperadvanceshaft.Narrow, rubber-facedrollers at the
ends of the shaft advance the paper by grasping it at the
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Fig. 4. Cross-secttonalvtewol a singleprintheadresistor.The
addition of the tantalum aluminum barrier on the right increasesprinthead lifetime by retarding chemical attackon the
res/slor.

edges.The paper is backedup by two pinch rollers on each
side,spacedat nearly 90'to takemaximum advantageof the
friction of the paper wrap around the rubber roller. A
center-pivotedleaf spring at each side provides equal
clamping force on each set of pinch rollers. A pair of
spring-loaded roll guides is inserted into the ends of the
paper roll shaft. Theseprovide a small friction moment to
keep the paper under tension, so that the paper unrolls
straight.
The printhead motor is mounted at the rear,transferring
rotation forward through use of a shaft extension.A molded
pulley on the end of this shaft drives another toothed belt
which passesacrossthe front of the printer to an identical
idler pulley.
The printhead mechanism consists of a slider and a
printhead holder. The slider moveslaterally on two identical, parallel, circular shafts held in the mainframe. The
printhead holder is pivoted on the slider about an axis
parallel to those two shafts.The slider engagesthe upper
shaftwith a 60oV-groove,and the lower end of the slider has
a small, raised pad that restsagainstthe lower shaft. Easy
disassemblyfor servicing is possible since neither end of
the slider encircles its respectiveshaft. A slot with teeth
molded into the forward face of the slider captures the
upper run of the toothed belt so it can drive the slider.
The printhead is fixture-bonded to the slider/printhead
carrier assemblyto assurethat the working face(with resistors) is held in the correct position relative to the upper
crossshaft previously mentioned.The resistorsare located
near the right edge of the substrate,and the printhead is
fixed with the left edge lifted very slightly from the paper.
To preventthe right edgefrom scrapingthe paper,this edge
and the upper edge are lightly beveled.
A compressionspring rotatesthe printhead holder away
from the slider until it contactsthe paper, providing the
necessarycontactforce. The reactionsfrom this force hold
the V-groove and lower pad of the slider in contact with
their respectivesupport shafts.A balancing ofspring, friction, and driving forces and the geometry of the assembly
assurestability. The spring chosen has a low spring constant and requiresconsiderableinitial compression.This
preventsmajor variations in the nominal printhead contact
pressurebecauseof a buildup of othertolerances.
A molded
peg on the slider fits inside one end of the spring, which
itselfslips insidea molded-insleeveon the printheadholder. The peg and sleeve almost overlap in the assembled
position,counteringthe lateralinstabilityof the long, slender spring.
Behind the paperlies a full-width platen.The printhead
contact force holds cylindrical ribs on the back side of the
platenin a flat-bottomedgroovein the platenholder.These
constrain the platen movement to a rotation about an axis
parallel to the upper printhead support shaft so that the
platen automatically lines up with the printhead under the
appliedforce.The moldedplasticplatenis facedwith a thin
layerof siliconerubber.The whole assemblyis overlaidby a
glasscloth, which is fastened
flap of plastic-impregnated
below the platen and servesas a low-friction wear layer.
The net effect is a long-wearing, heat-resistant,selfaligning, resilient platen for optimum print quality.
Current is carried to the moving printhead by a flexible
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cable of copper foil encased in a KaptonrM sheath. This
cable makes one 180'bend of substantial radius, rolling and
unrolling against a flat panel that forms a crossmember
between the printer side plates, By this design, the radius of
curvature is held nearly constant, and as the printhead
shuttles back-and-forth, the curved or stressed portion of
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the cable shifts. Thus, no part of the cable is subjected to
maximum stress all the time, considerably lengthening the
fatigue life of the cable
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EnhancedBASICLanguagefor a
PersonalComputer
by NelsonA. Mills,HomerC. Russell,and Kent R. Henscheid
P-85 BASIC is an enhanced implementation of the
American National Standard for Minimal BASIC
IANSI X3.60-1S78). It is designed to provide the
user with a friendly, easy-to-use,and powerful programming tool. The BASIC language interpreter and the HP-Bs
operating system are implemented entirely in firmware to
relieve the user of any responsibility for getting the operating system and/or interpreter loaded and executing.
For the novice user, the HP-85 features an autostart mode
of operation. When HP-85 power is turned on, the system
will automatically search for a stored program named
Autost on the tape cartridge. If a program by this name is
found, the HP-85 will load it into memory and begin its
execution. This program can then prompt the user for inputs, give instructions, do selected computations, or load
other programs selected by the user from a menu.
Several commands are included in the HP-85 BASIC language instruction set to simplify the plotting of data and the
presentation of graphical information on the CRT. The CRT
display can subsequently be output in hard copy form on
the system's internal printer.
Language Enhancements
ANSI Minimal BASIC includes the LET and imolied Let
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statements for variable assignment, the FOR-NEXT statements for looping, the GoTO, GOSUB,computed GoTO, and
IF THEN statements for branching, INPUT, DATA, READ, and
RESTOREstatements for data manipulation, the PRINT
statement for output, and several arithmetic operations and
functions. ANSI Minimal BASIC contains a total of
twenty-one statements and twelve predefined functions.
By contrast, HP-85 BASIC includes 65 statements, 20
commands, and 42 predefined functions. The IF THEN
statement has been extended to include the IF THEN
ELSEstatement, which, when combined with a multistatement line, provides a very useful programming tool. For
example,

1OOIF A> 10 THEN A : A - 10 @ GOTO
2OOELSEDISPA @ GOTO 3OO
The @ symbol separatesindividual executable statements
for multistatement Iines.
HP-85 BASIC allows formatted output via the PRINT
USING or DISP USING statements and the IMAGE statement.
Their use is illustrated as follows.
10 IMAGE 8(" "), "EXCHANGE RATE"/
/,8t" "),"MARCH 3, 1980"//,
"$",DC3D.DD," : t",DP3DRDD
2 0 P R I N TU S I N G1 0 : 1 0 6 5 . 4 3 . 2 1 9 8 . 1 3
30 STOP

Flg.l. Up to eight characters can be used for displayed
labels for each of the eight user-defined keys in the HP-85
system.A sample display of such /abels is shown above.
Executing these statements results in the output:
EXCHANGE RATE
MARCH 3. 1980
$ 1 , 0 6 s . 4 3=

t 2.198,1s

The keyboard includes eight special function keys (k1kB) which can be programmed using the ON KEy # statement and KEY LABEL. When the KEy LABEL statement appears in a program or when the KEY LABEL key is pressed,
the labels of the respective keys will be displayed on the
bottom three lines of the CRT display. For example, execution of the following statements results in the display
shown in Fig. 1.
10 ON KEY#I,"KEY 1'' GOSUB1OO
20 ON KEY#2,"HELP"GOSUB2OO
30 ON KEY#4,"KEY 4'' GOSUB3OO
40 ON KEY#s,"KEY 5" GOSUB4OO
50 ON KEY#7,"SOL\T" GOSUB 5OO
60 ON KEY#8,"DATA IN'' GOSUB 600
70 CLEAR
80 KEY LABEL @ GOTO 80 ! WAIT
FOR KEY PRESS
Another important feature of HP-85 BASIC is the ability
to solve virtually any size problem using the CHAIN and
COMmon statements. CHAIN replaces the current program
in memory with a new program that is loaded from mass
storage, and retains the current values of variables passed
by the COMmon statement.
Debugging of BASIC programs on the HP-85 is simplified
by the TRACE, TRACEALL, TRACE VARiable and STEPcommands, and the ability to inspect and modify any program
variable under keyboard control.

ScreenEditor
One of the main design goals in creating the HP-85 Personal Computer was to make it easy to use. The keyboard is
tightly integrated with the HP-85 screen editor, giving the
user unprecedented editing capabilities in a personal computer. The user has complete cursor control over the entire
64 lines of alphanumeric memory and can operate on anything in this CRT buffer by simply positioning the cursor

anywhere within the desired information and pressingthe
appropriate key.
Inserting charactersin a line is made simple by the ll{9
RPL key which switches between the insert and replace
charactermodes.In the insert mode, a double cursor identifies the position in the display where the insertedinformation will appear,The delete character(DEL-CHAR)
key removes the charactercurrently underscoredby the curEor.
Severaltyping aids and selectivescreenand line-clear operationsadd to the strong editing capabilitiesof the HP-85.
Most keys repeat their function when held down.
Modifications made on the CRTwith thesepowerful editing features only take effect when the ENDLINEkey is prepspd.
The HP-85 will process up to three lines, or 96 charqcters, at that time. From the current cursor position, the
editor firmwa.relooks up and down the right-hand edge of
the CRT until it reacheseither a non-displaying carriage
return character,the top or bottom line of the current display, or the 96-character limit for editing. With these
bounds established,the edited information is then read
from the CRT buffer into the system RAM where it can be
processedby the operating system.
To correct a problem on some personal computerE,the
user must retype the correctedproblem and executeit:
20000 * PI
62831.8530718
32000 * PI
100530.964915

Corrected line
Correctedresult.

On the HP-85, the user can also use the editor and cursor control keys to make the modification in the original
problem:
32000* PI
62831.8530718

which, when executed by pressing the EXDLilE key becomes
32000* PI
100530.964915
Thus users can easily modify what they see, including
scrolling an additional eB lines onto the screenfor modification, and re-executingthose lines for quick results. The
64-line alphanumeric memory can also be scrolled for review of previous operationsand results.
MathematicalFunctions
Historically, BASIC implementations have had a rather
limited function set.Fortunately,this situation is changing
and the usershould expectto be provided not only TAN,for
example, but additionally SIN and cos, with all of these
functions operablein both degreesand radians.The HP-8S
mathematicalfunction set exceedsmany other BASIC implementations in quantity, capability, and accuracy. In
another sense,most of the HP-S5mathematical functions
are now standard fare, having appeared on previous
Hewlett-Packardcomputers.New to HP personal computing products and appearing on the HP-85 is a random
JULy r 9B0ITEWLETT-pACKARD
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Random Number Generation
,r,o{
:>

(c,D)

(A,B)

Fig.2 Exampleof clipping performedby the HP-85 system
when the plot exceeds the boundary of the screen display.
First,a lineis drawnfrom (A,B)towardpoint (C,D)off-screen.A
line drawnnow from (C,D)to (E,F)willtntersecttheedge of the
CRT display at the proper pornt. Thus, the CRT acts as a
window on a much larger plotting space. The size of the
windowis specifredby the scALE
statement.
number generator whose implementation has been singled
out for discussion at right.
High accuracy has been obtained for the HP-85 mathematical functions by using essentially those algorithms
developed first for the HP-67197 and subsequently improved for the HP-32E, the HP-3aC, and the HP-41C as discussed in previous articles.l-5 These algorithms are adjusted for the larger HP-85 word size to retain accuracy.
Real number calculations in the HP-85 are performed internally to fifteen significant decimal digits and rounded to
twelve digits for presentation to the user.
For all the algebraic functions (+, -, x, +, and SeR), the
error is no bigger than one-half count in the twelfth significant digit (with correct rounding in all situations). For
some rational operations such as RMD and MOD there are no
errors, regardless of the magnitude of the arguments. For
example, 101es
MOD 3 : 1 exactly. The transcendental functions are accurate to well within one unit in the twelfth
significant digit, except where such specification would be
impractical for any machine.
There are iust two such cases:
1. When yx is bigger than 10200 or tinier than 10-200
(but not 0), its error may exceed one count in the last
place but is always smaller than two counts.
2. For trigonometric functions of large radian arguments,
T R I G ( X )i s r e a l l y T R I G ( z X l 3 . 1 4 1 5 s 2 6 5 3 5 8 s 7 w
s )i t h a n
additional error rather less than one count in the twelfth
significant digit. The use of only fifteen significant digits of rr contributes less error than if the given argument
X had been changed in its fifteenth significant digit.
Despite this error, which is significant only when X is
huge, both sides of the trigonometric identity SINt2Xl:
2SIN(X)COS(X)agreeto all twelve significant digits when,
say, X:52,174 radians. In general, every trigonometric
identity that doesn't explicitly involve z will be satisfied
to within a rounding error in each trigonometric function that appears in it. Large angles in degrees or grads
suffer no such complications (e.g., TAN (Zxf Ok;:
0 . 3 6 3 9 7 0 2 3 4 2 6f6o r a l l k : r , 2 , e , . . . , 4 9 9j u s t a s i t s h o u l d ) .

Graphics
The integrated graphics of the HP-85 gives the user sixteen powerful and easy-to-use commands that provide
scaling, line generation, labels, axes with interval marks,
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The randomnumbergeneratorin the HP-85uses the multiplicative congruentialmethod.Briefly,the method generatesthe next
randomintegerx *., by multiplying
the currentrandomintegerxr by
a constantmultiplier
c (fixedwithinthe HP-85)and keepingontythe
r i g h t - h a n d - m of isf t e e nd e c i m a d
l i g i t s x: * , : a x ( m o d u l o1 0 1 s )T. h e
user may supplythe startingseed,use a defaultseed,or call for a
random seed using the currentclock setting.The routinescales
xi+j to get randomnumbersthatliewithinthe unilinterval,
and rounds
themto twelvesignificant
decimaldigitsbeforeoutput.However,the
routrnecontinuesgeneratingsuccessiverandom numberstreating a and the xi's as fifteen-digit
integersinternally.
Thecrucralfactorfor a generatorof this kindis the selectionof the
multiplier
a. An inherentcharacteristic
of the multiplicative
congruent i a lm e t h o di s t h a ta p l o to f c o n s e c u t i vneu m b e r s( x * , , x , * r , . . .x, , * . ) ,
regardedas pointsin a spaceof m dimensions,
showsthatallof these
" r a n d o m " p o i n t s l i e o n a r e l a t i v e l ys m a l l n u m b e r o f p a r a l l e l
h y p e r p l a n e isn t h e m - d i m e n s i o n auln i t c u b e . 1T h i s n r e s e n t s2 n
appearancesimilarto that ol an orchard(see Fig 1).
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Fig. 1. (a) Bad selectionof multiplier
o. (b) Betterselectionof
r n u l t i p l i ea r.
Bad selections
ot the multiplier
a forceallthe m-tuolesontoa small
numberof widelyspacedhyperplanes,
givinga less
consequently
uniformdistribution
oJthe m-tuplesthroughoutthe unitcube.Therefore,the m-tuplesmustcrowd onto the fewer parallelhyperplanes
leavinglarge unoccupiedgaps betweenthem.2A measureof the
widestdistancebetweenthe hyperplanesis then a measureof the
nonuniformity
of the generatorand characterizes
the qualityof the
selectedmultiplier
a, Thedetermination
of this distanceis knownas
the spectraltest.Passingthistestmeansselectinga multiplier
a that
gives riseto minimalhyperplanedistanceseparationaccordingto
criteriadescribedin Knuth.3Knuthunderlines
the importanceof this
test by statingthat "notonlydo all good random-number
generators
pass it, but alsoall linearcongruential
sequencesnow knownto be
bad actuallyfailitl Thus,it is by farthe mostpowerfultest known..."
The randomnumbergeneratorfor the HP-85was designedto pass
the spectraltestby developingothercomputerprogramsto assistin
the properselection
of themultiplier
a. Thearticleby Haradaa
outlines
the criteriaand techniquefor choosingoptimalmultipliersfor the
spectraltest.
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user-generatedcharacters,and hard-copy output. With the
SCALEstatement the user has complete control of the
256-by-192-dotresolution within a coordinate system
specified by the user. The graphics firmware does all conversions from the user's coordinate system to the CRT
coordinatesystem.A user point (X, Y) is mapped into the
CRT system (X", Y") by
X-X*it
Xc:

which results in the comected plot shown in Fig. 3b. Pointto-point line generation, character generation with the
BPLOT command, labeling commands, and the other statements discussed above give the HP-85 graphics software
capability not found in many other personal computers.
Timing, Gopying, and Audio Commands
There are three built-in, programmable timers, which
may be used to control a program via the ON TIMER #
statement. For example, the statement

"-"r-"-**255

y" :

where X-1n, X-o, Ypi1, Y-"*
SCALE statement. The factors
255
X-r*-X-i.

O N T I M E R # 1 , 1 O O OGOO S U B3 O O

Y-*-Y
-i;l*191

^-l

ale the parameters of the

191
-

Y-ur-Y-it

are computed by the SCALE statement, so for any one
plotting operation, only one subtraction and one multiplication must be performed for each coordinate.
For plots that exceed the boundaries established by the
SCALEstatement, a complex clipping algorithm handles the
intersection of lines to virtual points off the screen, as
shown by Fig. 2.
The following program shows the ease of generating
high-quality graphics on the HP-85.
10 ITAD @ GCLEAR
2 0 S C A L E- 6 * P I , 6 * P I , - 0 . 1 , 1
30 XAXIS o,Pllz@ YAXIS 0,.1
40 PENUP
5 0 F O RI : - 6 * P I T O 6 * P I S T E PP I / 1 6
60 PLOT I,SIN(I)/I
70 NEXT I
80 MOVE PI, 0.5
eo LABEL "SIN(XI/X"
1oo coPY @ sToP
Executing this program results in the plot shown in Fig.
3a. The user, after noting the clipping ofthe bottom part of
the graph, can make the following change in line zo.
20 SCALE -6*PI,6.PI, - 0.4.1

will start timer number one so that every ten seconds it will
interrupt the computer's operation and cause program control to be transferred to line 300,
The contents of the alphanumeric or graphic CRT display
may be transferred to the internal printer by executing the
COPY statement or by pressing the COPY key on the
keyboard.
Finally, the HP-85 has an internal programmable beeper
that is controlled by specifying the frequency and duration
of the desired tone via the BEEPstatement. This statement
can be used with other HP-85 BASIC commands in a program to enable the user to compose music, print out the
musical score, and play the tune, using the beeper.

ProgramInternalFormats
HP-85 BASIC programs are executed by an interpreter
that is part of the firmware operating system. However, the
code that is interpreted is vastly different from the BASIC
commands as they were originally entered. As the statements are entered, they are compiled to a form of RPN
(reverse Polish notation), which can be interpreted more
efficiently than the BASIC source statements. As part of the
compilation process, all BASIC reserved words are converted to single-byte tokens. This makes the internal form of
the code somewhat more compact than the original form,
and also makes interpretation easier and faster. The singlebyte tokens are actually ordinals for the runtime table, the
parse table, and the ASCII table. Thus, token 142 is associated with the 142nd entry in the runtime table, the parse
table, and the ASCII table. Following is an example of the
internal form of the HP-85 BASIC assiqnment statement.
The statement line
10LETA:B+SIN[C.D)

i i,

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) An initial p/ot shows
that the graph of a waveformts
clipped at the bottom.(b) By modifying one parameterin the scALE
statement,the graph now can be
easilyrelocatedwithinthe display
boundaries.

IO
OU R I E T2 9
J U L Y ] 9 B OH E W T E T T . P A C K A.R

is converted to single-byte tokens as listed below.
20
0
22
27
40
101
1
40
702
1
40
103
1
40
704
JL

330
53
10
16

BCD line #10
# bytes in the line
Token for LET
Token for fetch variable address
ASCII blank
ASCII A
Token for fetch variable
ASCII blank
ASCII B
Token for fetch variable
ASCII blank
ASCII C
Token for fetch variable
ASCII blank
ASCII D
Token for *
Token for SIN
Token for +
Token for store numeric variable
End of line token

of the program are replaced by the relative addresses of the
variables. Thus, at runtime, the interpreter has only to read
an address and add it to the base address ofthe program to
determine the absolute location of the variable being referenced. For traditional interpreters the time required to access any variable is dependent upon its position within the
variable table. On the HP-85 all variables may be accessedin
exactly the same amount of time.
User-defined functions are like variables in that they have
names that look like variable names, and they have associated with them a value, much like a variable. Becauseof
these similarities and the obvious advantages in runtime
execution, user-defined functions are also preallocated.
In traditional interpreters, it is also necessary to search for
all Iine number references.Thus execution speed is affected
by how far the referenced line is from the beginning of the
program or from the current line, depending on the implementation. In the HP-85 all line number references are
replaced by the relative address of the referenced line during the allocation process, thus eliminating the need to
search for referenced lines at runtime.

Pruallocation

OutputControl

One of the things that has traditionally made interpreters
slow is that they maintain a table of variables, which must
be searched at runtime for each variable reference. In the
HP-BS we have attempted to solve this problem by preallocation of all variable references.During the allocation process, the variable names that occur in the internal RPN form

Flexible vectored control of output is provided in the
HP-85 operating system by an output control routine that
acts like a police officer directing traffic. This routine is
accessed by the user via the PRINTERIS and CRT IS statements. Output information that normally goes to the CRT
(output device 1) can be redirected to the internal printer

Fast Integer Processing
The HP-85implemenlation
of BASICprovidesrrrEGEn
suonr,and
(undeclared
REAL
variabletype'declarations
variablesareconsidered
to be nrnr)withthisjeature-manycalculations
aretransparent
to the
userand proceedinternally
fasterthanmightbe expectedwhenthe
valuesinvolvedare integers,eventhoughTNTEGEF
type may or may
not have been specified.
Let'ssee how and whenthis occurs.N/emoryspace is conserved
by allocatingfor each variableno more space than is neededto
represent
the rangeof valuesoverwhichthattypeof valablecan run
( s e eF r g 1 a ) .I n e a c ho f t h e s ec a s e s t, h e v a r i a b l ei s i n i t i a l ltya g g e d
usingone of the bytesto flag it as "nulldata" (a warningis issuedto
is attemptedusingnulldata).Nowsuppose,for
the userif processing
example,a programinitializes
a variabler:o so it is no longernulland
performsthe calculation: + 1, assumingno priortype
subsequently
declaration
ior . By default, is assumedREAL.
lt is easiestforthe user
to ignoretype declaration
when storagespace is not at a premium.
Thepenaltyforthisin usualBASICimplementations
is to Jorceslower
floatingpointcalculations,
eventhoughonly integervaluesmay be
involved.
The HP-85implementation
avoidsthispenalty,whenit can,
by usingan additionalspecialformat-tagged integers.
Whena valueis assignedto a REArvariable,
tt is firstexaminedto
see if t is actuarlyan integer(up to lhreebytes) lf so. it is storedas
Yttllble typG:

F.hgc:

Integcr

Short

ETE
+99999

+9.9999E+99

(.)
30 rEwrerr,pecKARD
JouRNALJULyi98o

Real (declared
or undeclared)

a9.99999999999E+499

s h o w ni n F i g . 1 b a n d t h e s u b s e q u e nct a l c u l a l i o rn+ i w i l l p r o c e e d
muchfastersinceonlysmallintegersareinvolved.Shouldthe integer
blecome
too large(morethenfivedigits)or shouldsomeotherportion
oi the programforce r to a wider REAr
format, will remainneerand
subsequentcalculationsoI r= +r will proceedaccurately,but at a
slowerpace.
Thefetchroutinepresentseightbytes(a REAr
or taggedinteger)to
each math routine.Routinesnot interestedspecificallyin integers,
such as srNand cos, call a conversionroutinewhichchecksfor the
tag byte, and, when necessary,convertsthe integerto the normalizedRenrformat.The add, subtract,and multiplyroutinesact
d r f { e r e n t , yl f. b O t ha r g u m e n t sa r e t a g g e d I n t e g e r s t, a s t I n t e g e r
routinesare employed,providng fastcountingin roRnexrloopsand
otherrnstancesas mentioned.
Whenprocessingof a math routineis completed,controlis relrnquishedto the system.lf the resultis to be storedin memory,the
recipientvariables checkedand thee ght-byteresultis converted,if
necessary,to the appropriateone of the formatsshown in Fig. 1
be{orestorage.Shouldthe answerexceedthe range,forthatvariable
type, a defaultvalueis storedand a rangewarningis issued.
-Homer Russe//
Real (tagged as integer)

Hlffi
II
1 Byte Tag

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Each variableis allo'
cated space in the memory according to its type spectfication.
(b) lf a atatvariablersperceivedto
be actually an tnteger of up to
three bytes,it ts storedtn memory
as snown ano processeo tnternally as an integer.

one of these locations. A plug-in ROM that handles the
output to a peripheral device replaces the normal error call
at the respective option location with a subroutine call
pointing to its own output handling routine (see Fig. ).
Other locations in the operating system provide interception ofthe keyboard processing routine, the system parser,
the main idle loop, and external IiO interrupts. Special flags
in the RAM option locations permit image and interrupt
process extensions.
The HP-85 option locations thus provide an easy means
to expand the capabilities and extend the power of the basic
compurer.

I
t

.W

Mass Storage
The 982004 tape cartridge provides a digital-quality
storagemedium for data and program storage and retrieval.
A directory of file information at the front of the tape immediately provides the location and length of any of up to
42 files on the tape.6A high-speed search technique gives
the user fast accessto files, with the six-character file name
t
providing a friendly reference not commonly found in personal computers. This directory can be readily displayed
using the CATalog command. Four levels of file security
provide protection of sensitive or important information on
the tape. The user can prevent duplication and listing of
Fig. 4. An outputcontrolrouttnedirectsthe outputfrom PRTNT, program
files and access to data files that contain private
Dtsp,and L/sr slatementsto the se/ected peripheral. lf the
information. A soft write-protect security prohibits acciperipheral is not present, the routine calls an appropilate
dental replacement of valuable files.
error routine. When additionalperipheralsare added to the
The data files can be structured by the user to be any
HP-85 system the llO ROM supp/les an additional ourpur
number
of records, each of a specified size up to 327 67 bytes
f
rom
commandand redirectsthe normalerrorsubroutinecall
long, limited only by the mass storagespace available (210K
the output controlroutineto the appropriatesubroutinein the
bytes for each tape cartridge). The data files can be accessed
ilo RoM.
both serially and randomly, giving the user complete control over retrieval techniques and access speed for data. The
(output device 2) by the statement CRT IS 2. Similarly, outrecords within a file are treated as logical length records
put information normally going to the internal printer can
and can be addressed directly by specifying the numbers of
be redirected to the CRT by a PRINTERIS 1 statement. Northeir positions within the file. The firmware transparently
mal CRT output information comes from DISP, LIST, and
handles the physical record divisions for the user.
CAT statements and ERRORmessages. Print output comes
from PRINT, PLIST, and TRACE statements. Output device
LanguageExtensions
specifications other than 1 or 2 normally result in an error
The BASIC language as implemented on the HP-85 can be
All
a
code,
message.
output-producing statementsset select
extended by the addition of either plug-in ROMs or binary
which the output control routine uses to direct the output
programs. HP-85 memory consists of 32K bytes of ROM and
from the producer to the target device (see Fig. ). The
16K bytes of RAM. The last BK bytes of the ROM is bankoperating system uses a select code of 0 as a flag for external
selectable.A plug-in module allows expansion of the RAM
I/O to increase throughput speed of multiple output calls to
to 32K bytes.
the output control routine, such as LISTings or OUTPUT
Plug-in ROMs map into the bank-selectable portion of
statements with multiple parameters in the output list.
system ROM, and binary programs load into the RAM.
There may be up to six plug-in ROMs and one binary proSystemExtensions
gram in the system at any one time. Binary programs are
Option locations or "hooks" in the operating system
loaded by the LOADBINcommand and stored by the STOREallow extension of the HP-Bb capabilities. An option locaBIN command, and reside in the highest memory locations
tion is typically several RAM locations that the operating
of the RAM. They have a somewhat rigid structure in that all
system accesseswith a subroutine call or a single byte in
relocatable addressesare contained in a block at the beginRAM containing a flag with special meaning to the system.
ning of the program and are relocated by the LOADBIN
In the case of a subroutine call option, the RAM option
location would be initialized to a subroutine return or an
command. The remainder of the binary program must be
written as "run anywhere code."
error message subroutine call. A plug-in ROM or binary
The structures for ROMs and binary programs are similar
program can "hook" into the operating system and take
in that they require the same table structure at the beginover some process in the system by inserting a subroutine
ning. The first two bytes of each ROM contain the ROM
call to itself in place of the default option Iocation contents.
number and its complement. The first two bytes of a binary
For example, the output control routine discussed earlier
program contain the address at which the binary is loaded.
attempts to send output for a select code other than 1 or 2 to
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